1. Introduction. Let C be a complex w-square matrix and z a complex w-vector. Let (u, v) be the unitary inner product and set f(z) = (Cz, z). The range of values of / for ||z|| =(z, z)1/2 = l is the field of values [1] of C and we denote it by F(C). Set A = (C+C*)/2, B = (C-C*)/2i, <b(z) = (Az, z), and f(z) = (Bz, z). Then f(z) =<p(z) +i^/(z) and since A and B are Hermitian, <b and ^ are real-valued.
It is known that F(C) is convex in the plane [l] . To indicate briefly the proof of this fact note that F(UCU*)=F(C) for U a unitary matrix. Hence we may assume <b(z) = Z"-i M<| z»|2 where the m are the real eigenvalues of A. It is easy to show that for||z0|| =1, <ji_1(0(zo)) is connected on the unit sphere and thus that^($-1(#(zo))) is connected in the plane. This implies thatf(<p~1(<b(zo))) is an interval and since convexity is unaltered by rotation we may conclude that every line intersects F(C) in an interval. In case C is normal there exists a unitary matrix diagonalizing C and hence we may assume
Thus F(C) is the convex polygon spanned by the eigenvalues of C. For any w-square matrix C let P(C) be the polygon spanned by the eigenvalues and let Qn be the set of complex w-square matrices such that P(C) = F(C). Also let Nn be the set of all complex w-square normal matrices. We show that for w^4, Qn = Nn; but for w^5, N"EQn and Qn^Nn.
However, we state necessary and sufficient conditions that P(C) = F(C) ior C triangular and n arbitrary. By Schur's Lemma [2] any matrix is unitarily similar to a triangular matrix and hence these conditions may be applied when C is arbitrary by first reducing to triangular form. // at most one eigenvalue of A lies in the interior of PiA) then AGQ" implies AGNn.
Denote by zZ'va sum obtained by deleting those indices p for which cpp is on the boundary of £(C). Similarly zZ'p<q 1S the sum obtained by deleting those (p, q) for which at least one of p or q is such that cpp or cqq is on the boundary of £(C). Set In some cases it is possible to choose the vector z so that each cos <b(p, q, a) appearing in (2.5) is unity; then \aPa -Sa(z) is â -quadratic form in the sq.
